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FOREWORD
Across the world families rely on milk as a source of
quality nutrition, a wholesome addition to the diet that
promotes good health.
The founding fathers of Pakistan’s dairy industry understood the importance of milk in the diet. Today, their
legacy lives on in companies like ours that bring delicious high-quality, safely packaged milk to your table.
Nestlé is proud of its heritage in Pakistan. For many
years we have helped to develop the dairy industry. We
continue to support farmers and their families, and others in the industry, creating shared value for our business and the communities we operate in.
The production of nutritious milk is a labour of love for
the dairy farmers and their families who care for their
cattle, day in, day out. This book is a tribute to all of
them. In these pages we show you a glimpse of their
world, so you can appreciate their efforts and understand better how we deliver the quality you can trust.
To mehfooz, sehatmand doodh, hamesha!
(To safe, healthy milk, always!)

Wan Ling Martello

Executive Vice President & Chief Executive Officer
Zone Asia, Oceania and sub-Saharan Africa (AOA), Nestlé S.A.
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CHAPTER 1 | LEGACY

THE SAP OF LIFE
The sap of life, “the milk of human kindness”, odes to
milk across civilisations confirm its sacredness in our
world. Within milk is the promise of life, sung by Holy
Scriptures and old wives’ tales alike. It was surely no
accident that elevated spirits wore bovine heads in ancient stone carvings. The sweet sap was so central to
the ancient Egyptian story of creation, that milk’s hieroglyph and the symbol for the verb “to make,” mirrored
one another.i
The West African Fulani myth conjectures that the world
was created from a drop of milk. We know for sure that
it has existed for at least as long as mammals have
been on Earth. Milk’s appeal sweeps across ages, from
the Primordial to the Enlightenment. Witnessing the
hardy constitutions of Swiss dairy families, celebrated
thinkers such as Samuel Auguste Tissot were enthusiastic about its health benefits.ii

Milk is inextricable
from life, and it is
difficult to imagine
society without it.
Certainly ice-cream, kulfi, tiramisu, tres leches, brigadeiros and so many other beloved indulgences would
not have been inspired. It is unclear whether Cleopatra’s
legendary beauty would have made history had she not
bathed in milk daily.
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INTRODUCTION

At home, something
would be amiss if cattle
did not dot the plains
of Pakistan – a rustic
scene that travellers
have come to expect.
11
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South Asian traditions have a special place for this sap.
The Holy Quran refers to the ambrosial liquid four times,
highlighting its nutritional superiority. In Hindu puranas,
deities churned an ocean of milk for 1,000 years, transforming it into the “Water of Immortality.”iii Centuries ago,
Parsi refugees in the Subcontinent turned to dairy in their
hour of need. Legend says it was a vessel of milk that
clever Zoroastrian priests dissolved a pinch of sugar into,
convincing the ruling King that emigrants would sweeten
his rich society.iv
Milk remains vital to the modern desi. Pakistan’s enduring love affair with “white gold” has taken the country
to new heights, catapulting the nation to the status of
fourth largest producer of raw milk in the world. Not only
does milk represent our past venerations; it is also a vital
source of energy for millions today. A strong dairy industry
is responsible for fuelling a nation, providing endless cups
of solace and supporting healthy bodies. It is a crucial
portion of Pakistan’s GDP, and is tied to our daily lives
through a strong emotional connection.

A strong dairy
industry is
responsible
for fuelling
a nation,
providing
endless cups
of solace and
supporting
healthy bodies.
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In this
nation,
milk gives
life. This
book is a
celebration
of that
centrality.
Pakistan is proudly an agrarian nation. Dairy farming
is deeply embedded in rural life and milk is an integral
part of the socio-economic fibre. It serves as a crucial
source of nutrients, and provides millions with regular
employment and income.v Tellingly, the livestock sector accounts for 55 percent of agricultural value added,
contributing 11.5 percent to Pakistan’s gross domestic
product. In 2002-3, milk netted an annual revenue of
Rs. 375 billion (US$ 4.39 billion), eclipsing the value of
the country’s four major crops (wheat, rice, sugarcane
and maize) combined. vi The resilience of the sector was
proved during one of the Country’s greatest natural disasters. Amidst farmlands being ravaged by floods in
2009, the livestock sector grew nearly four percent the
same year.vii It is understandable why, in the wake of
destruction, dairy farming prevailed. In this nation, milk
gives life. This book is a celebration of that centrality.
It explores the visions that birthed packaged milk and
dairy industry in Pakistan. It views the joys and hardships that our workers experience. It is a look at the
current state of affairs, examining honestly the pitfalls
of the industry. Finally it witnesses, gleaming amongst
the slurry, real hopes for the future of our nation.

14
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FUNDAMENTALS
A rich dairy culture is a blessing for a society that
relies on milk for health, energy and pleasure. Fortified milk and its derivatives are accessible sources of
protein, calcium, iron and many other nutrients. Milk,
a commodity that is sown deeply into the fibre of so
many cultures, is a life-giving product that can benefit millions.
Children in particular need adequate nutrition to develop mentally and physically. In South Asia, this is

16

not always forthcoming. An astonishing 43.7 percent
of Pakistani children were found to be stunted in a
2011 Government of Pakistan survey.viii Results of vitamin A, iron, zinc and vitamin D tests were similarly
discouraging.ix These findings directly impact the future of Pakistan. A healthy population is a prerequisite
for poverty reduction. Access to diverse food sources
is identified by the Food and Agricultural Organization
as the best way to overcome micronutrient deficiencies, or “hidden hunger”.x
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Fresh milk straight
from cow to table is
a desire expressed
by many. Yet, this
romantic view is not
always safe.
Milk is an easy way of absorbing the protein, calcium
and fats that healthy bodies need. Mental and physical
health flourish when bodies are cared for. Benefits to
the economy are evident too. A recent study observed
that if birth weight deficits were eliminated in Pakistan,
the resulting productivity increase could earn the country USD 11 billion per annum.xi Many nutritional deficiencies can be addressed through milk. Vitamin B12 is
just one necessity that is boosted through consuming
more animal products. In a region abundant with dairy
animals, the potential to eliminate malnutrition is a
glass away.
Milk can also help stave off the onset of osteoporosis, a
degenerative bone condition that is greatly under-diagnosed in Asia but affects millions of men and women in
the region.xiii Ultimately, milk is a powerful and complex
food. It requires care in preparation and balanced consumption for us to reap its intrinsic rewards.

Because of its
careful treatment,
packaged milk lasts
longer; even when
refrigeration is not
available.
17

ONE HOT MINUTE
Fresh milk straight from cow to table is a desire expressed by many. Yet, this romantic view is not always
safe. As early as 1882, milk distributers realised the
benefits of heating milk and it became common practice in Germany and later in other parts of Europe.
Interestingly, pasteurisation met strong resistance
in America during the same period, and often had to
be practiced by milk processors in secret. Studies in
the later 19th and early 20th centuries consistently
found that heating milk at higher temperatures killed
life-threatening bacteria, notably Mycobacterium
Tuberculosis.xiv The practice eventually became standard, evolving into high temperature pasteurisation.
Because of its careful treatment, this packaged milk
lasts longer; even when refrigeration is not available.
It is a crucial product for a population grappling with
infrastructural hurdles.
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Yoghurt, cheese,
powdered milk and
butter are a testament
to milk’s versatility.
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MASTER OF
ALL TRADES
The crucial ingredient in sweet kheer and succulent
malai tikkas, dairy remains the backbone of our lush
culinary tradition. Yoghurt, cheese, powdered milk
and butter are a testament to milk’s versatility. Yoghurt, with its satisfying tang and cooling properties
has long been a pantry fixture. Butter adds the perfect consistency to any tea-time biscuit while cheese
send epicures into spells of rapture. Powdered milk is
a safe, practical way of supplying nutrition to those
without access to fresh milk. Milk products have
staked a claim in our modern lives. They titillate our
senses and ensure the vigour of future generations.
Most of the milk produced in Pakistan is consumed
domestically. Only 5 percent of the total volume is
turned into packaged milk. The rest of our annual 45
billion litres is sold as loose milk or used for making
sweets and other traditional products.xv Of processed
milk, half is transformed into UHT milk, 40 percent
into powdered milk and the remaining 10 percent into
pasteurised milk, yoghurt, cheese and butter.xvi
21

There is a crucial
distinction
between “fresh”
milk and “loose”
milk. Fresh
milk denotes a
purity that loose
milk does not
necessarily deliver.
Once fresh milk enters the distribution chain, it can
be subject to adulteration. Its delicate chemistry
transforms under the hot sun. Although middlemen
and storekeepers are well-intentioned, loose milk is
vulnerable to environmental and human interference
once it leaves the farm. The idea behind packaged
milk is to bring a safe and dependable product to
kitchen pantries. This type of milk is first treated for
harmful bacteria and then packaged in clean, contained environments.
Pakistan’s intricate milk supply chain links milk
producers, collectors, processors and finally consumers. In 2011, roughly 80 percent of the country’s
dairy producers operated at a subsistence level, 14
percent were medium-sized producers and three percent were large-scale producers.xvii Livestock rearing
is a major source of income in Pakistan, employing
roughly 35 million people.xviii Dairying is a dynamic
activity that invites participation from the whole society. Our fine packaged milks, yoghurts and cheeses
persist through the efforts of many. A closer look at
these dedicated individuals, and the visionaries that
brought them together, reveals how this colourful
system came to be.
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Almond and Cardamom Milk
INGREDIENTS:

NESTLÉ MILKPAK Milk - 200 ml
Cardamom Powder - 1/4 tsp
Almonds (soaked and peeled) - 7
Ice - 1/2 Cup
Sugar - 1 tbsp
Water - 1/2 Cup
Difficulty Level: Easy
COOKING TIME: 10 minutes
CALORIES/SERVING: 138 KCal

INSTRUCTIONS:

Step 1 Blend together sugar, water, almonds and cardamom powder.
Step 2 Add NESTLÉ MILKPAK Milk and ice and blend well. Serve chilled.
This dish serves 1.
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Gajar Ka Halwa
INGREDIENTS:

Carrots (peeled and grated) - 1 kg
NESTLÉ MILKPAK Milk - 2 cups
Sugar - 4-5 tbsp (or to taste)
Ghee - 3 tbsp
NESTLÉ NIDO fortigrow - ¼ cup
Chopped cashews and almonds
Difficulty Level: Easy
COOKING TIME: 30 minutes
PREPARATION TIME: 30 minutes

INSTRUCTIONS:

Step 1: Put grated carrots in pan and cook for a few minutes till the raw smell goes away.
Step 2: Now add NESTLÉ MILKPAK Milk and bring to a boil.
Step 3: Continue cooking till all the milk has been absorbed and the carrots are soft and cooked.
Step 4: Now add sugar and ghee and mix well.
Step 5: Cook for a few minutes till ghee starts separating.
Add NESTLÉ NIDO fortigrow powder and mix.
Step 6: Garnish with chopped nuts on top and serve hot.
This dish serves 4.
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Shahi Tukras
INGREDIENTS:

NESTLÉ MILKPAK Milk - 1/2 litre
Bread (Cut into four pieces) - 8 slices
Cardamom Powder - 1/2 tsp
Khoya - 1/2
Chopped Nuts (For garnish)
Oil - required for deep frying
Sugar - 10 tbsp
Difficulty Level: Medium
COOKING TIME: 30 minutes
CALORIES/SERVING: 223 KCal

INSTRUCTIONS:

Step 1: Bring half of the NESTLÉ MILKPAK Milk to a boil.
Reduce heat and let it simmer.
Step 2: In a separate pan, heat oil for frying and fry
the bread pieces in it till golden.
Step 3: Add cardamom powder in the milk.
Mix well and let it simmer for 5 minutes.
Step 4: Add sugar and let the milk thicken.
Step 5: Lay the fried bread pieces in a serving dish.
Step 6: Pour half of the milk mixture over the bread.
Step 7: Mix khoya in remaining milk and cook till it thickens.
This dish serves 10.
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Doodh Jalebi
INGREDIENTS:

NESTLÉ MILKPAK Milk - 1 litre
Jalebi - 250 g
Difficulty Level: Easy
COOKING TIME: 5 minutes
CALORIES/SERVING: 340 KCal

INSTRUCTIONS:

Step 1: Bring NESTLÉ MILKPAK Milk to a boil.
Step 2: Add jalebi.
Step 3: Serve it in a dish and let it cool.
This dish serves 4.
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RIVULETS TO
DOODH DARIYAS
A HISTORY OF
DAIRY IN PAKISTAN
Amidst a vast cattle count and colossal demand for
milk products, Pakistan’s dairy industry developed at a
curiously languid pace. Vital innovations in the supply
chain occurred nearly four decades after the Country’s
independence. Today, Pakistan’s rise as the world’s
fourth largest producer of raw milk validates the tremendous risk its pioneers took to organise the industry.
To trace packaged milk’s evolution is to uncover a tale
of sweat and intelligent adaptation; supported by handshakes, shared hookah pipes and cups of tea on dusty
roadsides. Pakistan’s remarkable dairy journey is really
a story of shortened distances - between villages and
cities, farmers and households and between traditions
and futures.

To trace
packaged milk’s
evolution is to
uncover a tale
supported by
handshakes,
shared hookah
pipes and cups
of tea on dusty
roadsides.
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THEN:
Historical attitudes belie milk’s role as our most important agricultural commodity. “Dudh vechna, putt
vechna” declares one Punjabi phrase, likening to sale of
milk to the sale of one’s own son.xix At the time of Pakistan’s independence in 1947, little weight was attached
to selling precious milk commercially. Ninety percent
of the Country’s population lived in villages,xx firmly believing in the magical health and cosmetic properties of
milk for young and old alike. Households tended cattle
and procured raw milk for their own consumption, heating it gradually to boil out impurities. Any surplus was
used to make ghee, butter or yoghurt. Urban milk supplies came only from needy farmers with few options
other than to sell their produce.xxi
The gradual drift from farmlands to cities inspired new
habits. Enterprising farmers began to distribute their
milk in densely populated areas with the help of dodhis
or mobile milk collectors. An intricate network developed to supply milk to city-dwellers – a system that
still serves the majority of urban Pakistanis today.

Enterprising farmers began to
distribute their milk in densely
populated areas with the help of
dodhis or mobile milk collectors.
Ambitious government schemes in the 1950’s and 60’s
encouraged Pakistani farmers to begin dairying. Pilot
projects for Karachi and Lahore were created to bring
subsidised milk to low-income families and to schoolchildren. Even though demand for milk was rising,
patchy infrastructure and lack of cold storage kept the
industry’s growth in check. As a highly perishable item,
milk has always been subject to a high level of wastage.
Young Pakistan, with its intermittent power supply and
extreme climate was, at that time, a mercurial host!
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SEEDLINGS:
During the 1970’s and early 80’s, the Government of Pakistan offered
support for the dairy industry. It introduced income tax exemptions,
duty-free imports of machinery, and domestic and foreign currency
financing.xxii It was during this time that Packages Limited, a Lahore-based packaging company, made an entrepreneurial decision
that would change the future of Pakistan’s milk industry.
In 1974, with the threat of nationalisation looming from Zulfiqar Ali
Bhutto’s government, senior managers of Packages Limited convened a fateful meeting. Noticing amongst their inventory an unused
machine that could be used to package milk, company executives
leased a dormant milk factory--a risky venture considering they had
no experience in the dairy business!xxiii The Team leased out Milko
Limited in Muslim Town, Lahore. They then invited a technical team
from Danish Turnkey Dairies to advise on the factory’s operations.
With mighty effort, the factory was rehabilitated and commissioned.
It packaged milk using Tetra Pak’s aseptic filling system, which had
transformed milk storage in other countries 15 years earlier.xxiv
By October 1977, 540 units of MILKPAK were sold in Gulberg, Lahore.
The now-iconic triangular cartons garnered a cautious following
back then. The innovation needed time to garner trust with a public
raised on loose milk. Only after working ceaselessly for two years
were MILKPAK executives convinced that their risk had paid off.xxv
However, global food industry leader, Nestlé, had already spotted the
tremendous potential in Pakistan’s dairy arena. In 1988, the Swiss
company partnered with MILKPAK Limited.

The Team leased out
Milko Limited in Muslim
Town, Lahore. They then
invited a technical team
from Danish Turnkey
Dairies to advise on the
factory’s operations.
40

The innovation
needed time to
garner trust with
a public raised on
loose milk.
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THE BUILDING YEARS:
Radical times lay ahead. With nutrition in Nestlé’s DNA, the Swiss company was a powerhouse of information on how to process, package and
brand raw material. In turn, MILKPAK’s team offered key on-the-ground
insights for the budding industry. Yet, momentum would gather slowly.
When former Nestlé Head of Milk Collection, Jack Moser, first arrived in
Pakistan in 1992, he describes seeing great potential, but little infrastructure to ignite it. Milk dealers existed in fragmented pockets, preventing valuable buffalo milk from reaching factories. Additionally, the
challenge of collecting milk under the hot sun and supplying it unspoilt
to factories remained. Milk that eventually made it to factories could not
fulfill industrial demand, often arriving sour or teeming with bacteria.
In fact, dodhis often added caustic soda and ice to their milk so that
it would not perish before the collection tankers arrived.xxvi It was clear
that a robust distribution network and consistent quality were needed to
move the industry forward.
As harbingers of change, the Team learnt alongside farmers. Together
they explored how to best take care of animals and manage growing
farms. Vast teams of veterinarians and agri-services workers toiled
day and night with farmers. This willingness to experiment birthed an
efficient new system. Introducing state-of-the-art equipment lessened
some of the quality issues. Instead of cooling milk with ice, which could
be unsanitary and diluting, Nestlé began installing chillers directly in
villages. This safeguarded raw milk’s quality and kept it unadulterated.
Visiting chilling stations along defined routes, custom-designed trucks
thundered down dusty roads, conveying wholesome milk to factories, to
be processed hygienically. With operations on firm footing, Nestlé assumed full management of MILKPAK Limited’s operations in 1992.
As a well-structured collection system emerged, new suppliers entered
the market. Emerging large-scale corporate dairy farms allowed processors easy access to a thousand litres of milk in a central chiller.xxvii In this
centralised system, controls remained with a single supplier. Purity was
easier to maintain, compared with village collection centres, where up to
40 different suppliers’ wares had to be tested individually.
Building a network village by village, the packaged milk industry
gained in volume and quality. Inspired by NESTLÉ MILKPAK’s success,
an astounding 22 new manufacturers entered the market.xxviii Disciplined
businesses remained while others were not able to sustain themselves.
There was an upside to even the failures. Technical staff, while scarce in
the beginning, were now on hand to nurture the industry.

Moved by the efforts
of many, pockets
of Pakistan’s vast
yet haphazard
dairy arena began
functioning like
Swiss clock-work.
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MEDITATIONS
SYED BABAR ALI:
Former Managing Director of MILKPAK Ltd.
Lahore, Pakistan
“When MILKPAK Ltd. started, Asia was a difficult milk
market because the cold chain was limited. Milk was not
a product that really interested industrialists. An industrialist would consider opening a sugar mill, a textile factory or a cement factory. They would say, “Oh milk is
only for the gawalas (purveyors of loose milk).”
In 1974, I served the government in the fertiliser industry. It brought me very close to the agricultural
development of the country. At the end of 1978, I felt
that there was a lot of scope in the development of milk.
What we did not envisage properly was the collection
of milk. That was quite a learning process – it was a big
challenge because people were not quality conscious.
It took us about a decade to really understand it.
Before Nestlé partnered with MILKPAK, there was a
lot of struggle but never doubt. We knew demand existed. It was the first time that people right from Khunjerab to Gwadar could reliably get pure milk.
The real breakthrough came in when Nestlé decided to
come to Pakistan because of the opportunity that they
42

saw. At that time I was the Managing Director of MILKPAK – we had been at it for 10 years and we knew we
needed somebody who knew more about milk. We were
considering a powdered milk plant so that we could
convert the surplus milk [produced] during the winter
into powder and recombine it during the summer. Yet
we didn’t have the technology; we needed to learn more
about it. Nestlé came in at the right time.
When I first met with Nestlé’s senior management, I told
them, “I’m very scared, you’re too big a company and
we’re very small.” He said, “Don’t worry we don’t look
at ourselves as a big company, we look at ourselves as a
large collection of small companies.” We’ve had 30 years
of good partnership. It’s been a very rewarding and a very
good experience and I hope they have had that too.
Today the biggest challenge to the government is to provide nourishment to our kids. Many are malnourished.
And there is no better substitute than milk to address
this. Nestlé is conscious of the fact that milk is necessary
for the country’s development, with the population at
200 million and growing fast. We invest a lot of effort to
get better quality animals that produce more milk, so the
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farmer makes money. This will encourage more producers to enter the milk industry.
On a personal level, through my work with Nestlé I have
had the privilege of interacting with so many interesting
people from different backgrounds in Pakistan. When I

travelled, I also made it a point to visit Nestlé offices in
whichever country I was in – especially in the Far East.
I have had very warm welcomes by Nestlé in each place
and it’s very gratifying to see. There haven’t been any
irritants in this partnership. The relationship is better
than many marriages!”

At the end of
1978, I felt that
there was a lot
of scope in the
development of
milk. What we
did not envisage
properly was the
collection of milk.
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Millennium:
Optimism swept dairy producers from 2006 onwards, encouraging a
mix of smallholder, mid-size and corporate farms to bloom. In Punjab
and Sindh, Pakistan’s most populous provinces, roughly 50 corporate
dairy farms opened. Their herd sizes range from 100 to 12,000 animals.xxix
Progressive cattle breeders adopted foreign breeds of cows, such as
Holstein Friesian and Jersey, to boost their milk supply. The trend of
cross-breeding exotic high-yielding animals with hardy local cows, as
well as mechanised fodder production, created a growing interest in
cattle rearing.xxx
The Government of Pakistan’s Livestock Development Policy contributed to the rise of large-scale dairy farms after 2007. Incentives
offered included the exemption of taxes and duties on the import of
equipment, favourable tax policies, government land for lease, and
easier access to credit.xxxi Much-needed foreign investment also invigorated the dairy sector. Most notably perhaps, the import of high-yielding animals, semen and embryos for cross-breeding were finally permitted.xxxii By 2013, Pakistan had 15 milk processing plants producing UHT
milk, milk powders, yoghurt, butter and some cheese. xxxiii
Today, the dairy aisle of any Pakistani grocery store reveals the diversity of the packaged milk market. Farms of all sizes are linked
to processors and sellers in a vibrant value chain. Complementary
industries now employ thousands of Pakistanis across the country.
As demand swells for high quality feed, forage is as important as
traditional cash crops.xxxiv
Modernity has touched consumers. Flanking regular items such as
butter, ghee and yoghurt, flavoured dairy creations give colour to supermarket fridges. Customers can now choose between pasteurised,
UHT and loose milk options. Smaller “house brands” of milk have also
mushroomed. A rich landscape now exists in Pakistan, encouraging
innovation amongst producers. Declarations within and beyond the
dairy industry of a “white revolution” and doodh duriyas (milk rivers)
perfectly capture the optimistic spirit that continues; inspiring better
practices, with an eye to Pakistan’s future.
44

Progressive cattle
breeders adopted foreign
breeds of cows, such as
Holstein Friesian and
Jersey, to boost their
milk supply.
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“Our motto
became
saaf doodh jaldi
(clean milk,
quickly). ”

-Jack Moser
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JACK MOSER:
Former Head of Milk Collection and Dairy Development,
Nestlé Pakistan
“‘This is a big one!’ I said, when I first came to Pakistan.
Wherever I went, I saw livestock. I saw activity. Of course
I was used to seeing dairy animals at home in Switzerland, but what could happen here could happen nowhere
else in the world. But they needed support!

From the beginning, farmers had to know that we were
on their side. In the early years, they didn’t have access to
banks. We had large amounts of cash in transit, every few
days. It was risky, but we always paid on time. Payments
are still made to villagers weekly.

After 13 years with Nestlé, you’ve seen a lot. In the nineties there was good quality milk in the villages, but it was
not making it to the factory because of bad roads and no
proper cooling systems. Ice was added to the milk on the
way over. The only way to get around this was to create
thousands of village milk collection centres in rural areas. So we did. Cattle are kept close to these centres, so
the milk is very fresh. Our motto became saaf doodh jaldi
(clean milk, quickly).

How are things different now? The villagers have more
awareness. They have access to artificial insemination.
Women can do vaccination and deworming. Villagers have
a basic understanding of genetics. They understand shed
construction. They now have safe, easy access to water.

The way it starts is by going into the village and sharing a
hookah. You become brothers. Then you say ‘we want to
meet a young man or woman who is responsible, honest
and has basic literacy skills.’ We make sure to ask female
villagers as well because women are always the best judges of character! The villagers discuss candidates and then
a reasonable person is always proposed. The young man
or woman are trained to assess the milk visually and organoleptically. Then they learn how to measure the acidity, solids and fats. They learn how to take milk volume
records for each supplier, and how to dispatch the milk.

Another difference is in the level of female participation.
From the early days, I saw women start to carry milk to
collection centres. They became regular participants.
Today, they speak in a commercial language, they contribute to the care of animals and they earn for their
households. Gender is equalising, at different rates in
different areas.
The history here is amazing. We have excellent potential, and now we have cooling centres and state of the art
equipment. The system that is in place works, but we must
keep up standards. Discipline is required in milk collection! It requires the complete milk supply chain equipped
with state-of-the-art milk cooling units and to keep them
in top condition year round.”
47

CENTRE STAGE
Dairy farms across Pakistan vary in size, style and technological
prowess. The settings change but cows and buffaloes are always the
main attraction. Calm cattle can be found delicately licking blocks
of pink salt on warm days. Visitors will also find them simply staring
into the distance, as still as yogis lost in meditation. Distinctive local breeds mingle with exotic imports, adding sass and variety to the
ever-shifting dairy landscape.
48
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Distinctive
local breeds
mingle with
exotic imports,
adding sass
and variety
to the evershifting dairy
landscape.
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Neeli Ravi

Sahiwal

Pakistan’s
indigenous
breeds are still
mainstays on
traditional farms.

Cholistani
52

The cattle are
kept tied up
and are fed and
given water two
times a day. Such
practices affect
the milk output.
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Variations in size and temperament of Pakistan’s dairy stars are
always thrilling to see. Pakistan’s indigenous breeds, Sahiwal,
Red Sindhi and hardy Cholistani, are still mainstays on smallholder farms. Neeli Ravi buffalo, coal black and unflinching, add
unmistakable character to the landscape. These iconic beasts
can yield nine litres of creamy, high-fat milk per day.xxxv
Recently the import of dairy animals from Australia, America and
Europe has become common. Most productive farms in Pakistan
mix local cows with Holstein Friesians - a Dutch breed of cattle
feted as the world’s highest milk producers. These newcomers
yield, on average, an astounding 25 litres of milk per day. Jersey
cows are another treasured transplant from Europe, managing
up to 22 litres daily. Crossbred cows, intriguingly combining
South Asian and foreign markings, currently reign. These mixes
surpass the indigenous Sahiwal breed in total numbers, as well
as in per animal milk production.xxxvi They yield an average of 24
litres per day!xxxvii
Attentive cow breeders and farmers have managed to raise milk
production through much trial and error. Each breed has unique
characteristics. While indigenous cattle are acclimatised to local conditions and are very hardy, their milk yields are low. Exotic breeds produce more milk, but with them comes extra care. If
handled responsibly, the cows respond marvellously.
54

Research on farms in the United States, Switzerland and England
confirm dairy animals are deeply aware of their environments.
Studies show that when handlers showed cows respect and affection, annual milk output averaged 68 gallons higher than in
less nurturing settings.xxxviii “Speak to a cow as you would to a
lady” was the one-time motto of Wisconsin dairy farmers, beautifully illustrating this understanding.xxxix
Pakistani farmers experiment to learn what keeps exotic breeds
and their mixed offspring happy. To this end, shed construction,
climate control and specific feed are all considerations. Forage
generally includes mixes of multi-cut oats, berseem, alfalfa,
sorghum, sorghum-Sudan grass hybrids, maize, and millets. xl On
well-managed farms, cows have freedom of movement and are
kept cool on sweltering days with water and fans.

Comfort is key for
the stars of the show,
because farmers know
that happy cows produce
the finest milk.
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THE DAIRY TRAIL
AT THE FARM:
Rain or shine, cattle must be milked daily in two
shifts; morning and evening. Before sunrise, tinkling aluminum churns are carried to patient cows.
Small-scale farmers sell morning stock and reserve
evening milk for their families, to serve for drinking
or to make into yoghurt, ghee or butter. Large farmers
however, can supply their milk twice each day.

After the
morning
milking, men
and women
make their way
to the Nestlé
Village Milk
Collection
Centre, buckets
in hand.

After the morning milking, men and women make
their way to the Nestlé Village Milk Collection Centre, buckets in hand. A plaque in every village proudly identifies the centre. It allows Nestlé collection
agents to identify routes for collection, and to trace
exactly where milk came from.
At the collection centre, milk from each farmer is
poured into a clean collection bucket that measures
its volume. Immediately after, a Milk Supply Agent
appraises the product. These workers are special
members of the local community who have been recommended by fellow villagers and coached by Nestlé.
Their trained eyes survey each day’s produce. They
search for pure milk’s tell-tale fresh aroma and velvety texture. A sip of each batch is an additional perk
of the job. The first of many tests are conducted on
the spot, to ensure each offering of milk is fresh.
Milk that passes the inspection is poured into a sanitised chilling unit. This ensures that the drink stays
cool, even when temperatures soar to 40 degrees Celsius outside.
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At the
collection
centre,
milk
from each
farmer is
poured
into a clean
collection
bucket that
measures
its volume.
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Trained
eyes survey
each day’s
produce.
They search
for pure
milk’s
tell-tale
fresh aroma
and velvety
texture.
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MILK COLLECTION:

The trucks’
insulated
vessels are
specifically
designed
to keep
the milk
impervious
to the hot
sun.

All this while, Nestlé trucks fitted with containers
have been rumbling through earthen routes and green
fields, making their way to collection centres. The
day’s fresh milk is transferred to them from village
chillers. The trucks’ insulated vessels are specifically
designed to keep the milk between 4-7 degrees Celsius, impervious to the hot sun.

Milk along the route is collected – but not before a mobile tester confirms that the milk is up
to the company standards. Previously conducted tests are repeated with additional checks for
adulteration and antibiotics. The trucks then
start their journey to Nestlé’s regional collection centres.

AT THE MAIN CENTRE:
The milk has passed through 30 quality
tests by the time it reaches regional
centres, but purity testers continue their
appraisals. If the milk holds up against
an additional 22 checks for adulterants
and contaminants, the tanker is sealed.
It can now proceed to the factory for
processing.
ON TO THE FACTORY
As trucks ease into the Nestlé factory
at Kabirwala or Sheikhupura, each is
welcomed with a thorough hosing down
with recycled water. The seal is broken
off the trucks’ containers. Two milk
inspectors in gleaming protective gear
take samples from each vessel to once
again ensure that the milk meets Nestlé
standards. Milk is tested a staggering 52
times (with 27 unique tests) at various
stages, with some additional appraisals
for contaminants such as melanin or
humble mud. Once samples are given
the go-ahead, the milk moves on.
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Two milk inspectors
in gleaming
protective gear take
samples to ensure
that the milk meets
Nestlé standards.
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STANDARDISATION:
Waiting in gleaming silver silos, the fresh milk is measured for milk fat
content, non-fat solids and other quality parameters. Here, the milk is
heated to ensure any harmful bacteria are killed. Sophisticated equipment measures and standardises the milk for the best distribution of
solids and fats. Vitamins are then added, according to unique recipes.
Screens flash in the control room as milk solids are measured out in
exact ratios, creating a consistent product that can then be turned into
packaged liquid milk, powdered milk, yoghurt or tea creamers.

Waiting in
gleaming
silver silos,
the fresh milk
is measured
for milk fat
content, nonfat solids and
other quality
parameters.
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Familiar
green and
white boxes
are filled
with milk,
under strict
hygiene
conditions,
sealed,
dated and
coded.
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THE FINISHING TOUCHES:

The product is now the
safest that it can be. Milk
is ready to be packaged
into asceptic packaging.

Milk is heated to over 135 degrees Celsius for a few seconds. This Ultra
High Temperature (UHT) method brought in by Nestlé was revolutionary in
Pakistan. UHT treatment removes all bacteria and pathogens in loose milk.
The product is now the safest that it can be. Milk is ready to be packaged
into asceptic packaging, shielding it from the assaults of bacteria and air.
Familiar green and white boxes are filled with milk, under strict hygiene
conditions, sealed, dated and coded. After another round of tests, it is ready
to move from Nestlé’s warehouse to kitchens all around the Country.
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Chatpati Chaat
INGREDIENTS:

NESTLÉ MILKPAK Yogurt-1 pack
Black pepper - 1 tsp
Chaat masala - ½ tsp
Lemon - 1, squeezed juice
Onion - 1 piece, sliced
Potatoes - 2-3 medium sized and boiled
Red chilli - ½ tsp, crushed
Salt - 1 tsp
Tamarind - 2-3 tbsp, sauce
White chickpeas - 1 cup, boiled
Difficulty level : Easy
COOKING TIME: 15 minutes
CALORIES/SERVING: 154 KCal

INSTRUCTIONS:

Step 1 : Boil potatoes and remove skin.
Step 2 : Mash potatoes and add salt, pepper and red crushed chillies.
Step 3 : Put few boiled chickpeas and make small round kebabs.
Step 4 : Fry kebabs till they are golden brown.
Step 5 : Beat yogurt with all listed spices and remaining chickpeas.
Step 6 : Pour them on potato kebabs, decorate with tamarind sauce and chaat masala.
This dish serves 4.
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Cold Coffee
INGREDIENTS:

NESTLÉ MILKPAK Milk-4 cups
NESCAFÉ Coffee-¼ cup, powder
Ice - As required, crushed
Sugar - ¼ cup
Water - ¼ cup, lukewarm
Difficulty Level: Easy
COOKING TIME: 3 minutes
CALORIES/SERVING: 174 KCal

INSTRUCTIONS:

Step 1: Mix NESCAFÉ and sugar in water till it dissolves. Then add NESTLÉ MILKPAK Milk
and blend it in the blender. Add ice cubes and serve.
This dish serves 4.
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Cream Stuffed Dates
INGREDIENTS:

NESTLÉ MILKPAK Cream - 2 tbsp
Dates (Pitted) - 12
Desiccated Coconut - 2 tbsp
Chopped Nuts - 1 tbsp
Difficulty Level: Easy
COOKING TIME: 30 minutes
CALORIES/SERVING: 244 KCal

INSTRUCTIONS:

Step 1 : Mix together NESTLÉ MILKPAK Cream, nuts and coconut
to form a thick paste.
Step 2 : Stuff this paste in dates and serve.
This dish serves 10.
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Herbed Buttermilk
Ranch Dressing
INGREDIENTS:

NESTLÉ MILKPAK Milk-1 cup
Cream - ¼ cup, sour
Garlic - 1 clove
Hot sauce - ½ tsp
Lemon juice - 2 tbsp
Mayonnaise - ¼ cup
Dijon Mustard - 1 tsp
Onion - 2 tbsp, minced
Parsley - 1 tbsp, chopped
Pepper - ½ tsp
Salt - 1 tsp
Spring onion - 2 tsp, chopped
Difficulty Level: Easy
COOKING TIME: 10 minutes
CALORIES/SERVING: 140 KCal

INSTRUCTIONS:

Step 1: Combine all ingredients in a jar with tight fitting lid.
Cover and shake vigorously to blend. Chill 30 minutes before use.
Refrigerate in covered jar for up to 1 week.
Use over fresh salads of choice.
This dish makes 1½ cup dressing.
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THE COLOURFUL CAST
Loyal partnerships are essential to supplying milk to
households and businesses each day. Pakistan’s dairy
supply chain consists of thousands of actors across
the Country, working tirelessly to ensure that the nation’s increasing demands for milk are met.
Much of the supply chain operates in the informal
economy. Often the wares of smallholder dairy farmers and middlemen are not officially recorded. This
majority is not subject to regulations or taxation.
According to the FAO, in 2011 almost 95 percent of
the milk sold in Pakistan was through informal networks.xli In sharp contrast, registered farms and milk
processors work within the formal economy. The key
differences between the two supply chains are in their
sourcing and handling of milk,xlii and whether their
wares are recorded and held to quality standards.

Pakistan’s dairy
supply chain consists
of thousands of actors
across the Country,
working tirelessly
to ensure that the
nation’s increasing
demands for milk are
met.
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FARMERS:

Our daily milk comes
from a range of farmers
across the nation.
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Smallholder households with a single cow, passionate midsize operations and bustling corporate outfits – our daily milk
comes from a range of farmers across the nation. Some sell
to dodhis (mobile milk collectors). Others supply to village
milk collection centres, sending their wares to all corners of
the country.
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DODHIS:

Dodhis gather milk from farmers and transport it to rural and urban distributors. Dodhis can be medium-scale
(pacca) or smaller in scale and informal (katcha). Katcha
dodhis operate in villages and remote areas, collecting
about 80-100 litres from up to 15 smallholders.xliii These
individuals roam on motorbikes, vans or donkey carts,
moving unpasteurised milk to pacca dodhis or to milk
shops. Certain kacha dodhis also supply milk to the processed milk industry.xliv Most pay farmers a fixed daily
price in order to secure regular milk supplies.

These individuals roam on
motorbikes, vans or donkey carts,
moving unpasteurised milk to
pacca dodhis or to milk shops.
The medium-scale or pacca dodhis collect roughly 250
to 1000 litres per day.xlv They receive milk from kacha
dodhis and send it on to urban milk shops and households. Most of the raw milk has its cream extracted and
is then sold at milk shops within a few hours.xlvi
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Often, these stores
form agreements with
cattle colonies just
outside of their city,
and milk is delivered
directly to them.
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URBAN SUPPLY STORES:
The urban marketing chain sources its milk mostly from peri-urban farmers and cattle colonies. Fewer
middlemen are required as urban consumers buy their milk from central points like milk shops. Often,
these stores form agreements with cattle colonies just outside of their city, and milk is delivered directly
to them.

PROCESSORS:
Packaged milk processors largely bypass dodhis and
collect milk themselves or through paid contractors.
Insulated tankers visit village milk collection centres
and dairy farms, ensuring that milk is transported to
factories in hygienic and temperature-controlled environments. Processing plants package Ultra-High Temperature (UHT) processed, powdered and pasteurised
milk and cater mostly to urban milk markets. They also
produce much-loved milk-based products, such as tea
creamers, cheese and yoghurts.

Insulated tankers
transport milk to
factories in hygienic
and temperaturecontrolled
environments.
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“Careful
breeding is
essential for
success.”
-Dr Muhammad
Shakeel Khan
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MEDITATIONS
DR MUHAMMAD SHAKEEL KHAN :
Farm Owner
“I established this farm in 2010. I own four acres and lease
the rest of the land. The farm started with seven animals,
all local breeds. Today all the cows that I have are crossbred with Hollstien-Fressians. It is funny to think I had no
experience in dairy farming! My father used to work with
buffaloes. I liked cows, so I started raising them.

information. I also get information on animal care off of
the internet.

I really enjoy this work. It is a time investment and not
having time is a major reason for failure. Lack of awareness can be an obstacle as well. I was the first generation
to move into rearing cows. I learnt that careful breeding is
Caring for the cows is similar to rearing buffalo, but the essential for success. It is also important to have a good armilk production of cross-breeds is greater. So cows make tificial insemination technician. Technical expertise is so
more business sense. They are sensitive, but if you care necessary, and good technicians are tough to find!
for them properly, their supply really benefits us.
Dairy is the fastest growing sector within agriculture. HowThe quality of feed, calf-rearing, health, these are all ar- ever, I do not feel that the Government supports the induseas we farmers are learning about. In the past, I didn’t try much. To me, companies like Nestlé help more. Supuse silage, there was no awareness when I started. Nestlé porting mechanisation on farms and low-interest loans are
send their experts to teach us, and they also disseminate necessary. I would like to see more of that going forward.”
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Animals represent an
emotional and financial
connection for their
custodians, who in turn
care for them ceaselessly.
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A FINE
BALANCE
CHALLENGES
TO GROWTH
IN THE MILK
AND DAIRY
INDUSTRY IN
PAKISTAN
Dairy farming is a balancing act; filled with variables
that can spell triumph one year and disaster the next.
Many underestimate how painstaking the process can
be for those involved. The lives of dairy farmers, cattle and industry are interwoven. Animals represent an
emotional and financial connection for their custodians, who in turn care for them ceaselessly. Similarly,
milk processors must monitor myriad sources of milk
daily to ensure each meets strict standards of purity.
In Pakistan, the demand for milk grows by roughly
15 percent each year, while milk production is growing at a rate of 3 - 4 percent annually.xlvii While many
well-managed farms delight in higher yields each
year, the overall milk production of Pakistan remains
low, despite the country’s massive cattle population.
Recent increases in the national milk yield are the
result of more dairy animals being cultivated, not because of a rise in per animal productivity. Individual
yields can rise through care and selective breeding.
However, herd books are rare. The genetic makeup
of animal stock has not been a recorded, formalised
concern in Pakistan until recently. xlviii
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ISSUES AFFECTING QUALITY:
Milk moves across Pakistan everyday, travelling greater
distances than between Geneva and Rome. Since the
start of packaged milk, Pakistan’s road network and
cold storage chain has improved immensely, allowing
an efficient collection system to evolve. However, there
is a long way to go if every Pakistani is to have access
to nutritious and hygienic milk. Over the last decade,
many have signed on as dairy producers with gusto,
but few have persevered. Infrastructural challenges are
only some of the hurdles to getting good quality milk
from producers to customers in Pakistan. Most dairy
farms operate on a rudimentary basis. Only a small
fraction of the country’s total milk production comes
from modern farms with established hygiene standards.
xlix
However, considering that small-scale farmers make
up the largest percentage of cattle owners, milk yields
can improve dramatically in nurturing conditions.
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Milk moves
across Pakistan
everyday,
travelling
greater
distances than
between Geneva
and Rome.
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AFLATOXINS:
Dairy agencies and corporations such as Nestlé have been educating farmers on safe feeding practices. Food has far-reaching
impacts. Every morsel that a cow eats is revealed in its constitution and in the quality of milk that we consume. Cattle in
Pakistan feed primarily on cottonseed and maize, which are nutritious if handled correctly. If these crops are not kept in optimal
conditions they can harbour a fungus that produces aflatoxins.
When ingested by cows, aflatoxins can end up in the milk that
we drink. This contaminant causes health problems in cattle and
can be harmful to humans. Long-term exposure to aflatoxins has
been linked to a host of debilitating symptoms, including cancer.
Nestlé encourage the use of properly stored and harvested green
maize. They also encourage farmers to use silage, which can be
stored long-term in airtight containers. Silage is high quality
feed and if kept properly, it has a much lower chance of harbouring aflatoxins.
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Every
morsel that
a cow eats is
revealed in its
constitution
and in the
quality of
milk that we
consume.
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ANTIBIOTICS:
Antibiotics are a cause for concern amongst milk drinkers, but their use is often misunderstood. Just as humans
selectively take antibiotics to regain health, cattle receive
similar remedies for mastitis infections, as part of a humane regimen. As a side effect, cows that undergo antibiotic treatment can have traces of this medicine in their
milk. Milk containing antibiotic residues is not ideal for human consumption. Farmers who are not held to high quality

standards, or those who are not aware of the harmful effects
of antibiotics, can bypass the quarantine stage and mix in
milk with traces of medicine to make up their daily volumes.
Processors with strict standards request their farmers to
separate the cows undergoing treatment from the milk-supplying herd. The milk of quarantined cows is tested to ensure
all traces of antibiotics have left their bodies.

Processors with strict standards request their
farmers to separate the cows undergoing
treatment from the milk-supplying herd.
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ADULTERATION:
Smallholder farmers dominate the milk production
stage. Because of scarce resources, or attachments to
traditional methods they are often unable, or unwilling,
to put infrastructure in place that can ensure a higher quality and freshness of milk. In order to keep milk
from spoiling before it gets to consumers, farmers rely
on middlemen who must keep milk fresh at all costs.

Middlemen add ice
to milk to keep it
from spoiling. This
can contaminate the
milk if the ice water
is unclean.

This leads to middlemen adding ice to milk to keep it
from spoiling. This practice dilutes milk solids by up to
30% and can contaminate the milk if the ice water is
unclean. To compensate for the diluting effect, middlemen often add vegetable oil, whey powder and other ingredients to improve the solid content of the product. In
recent times even hydrogen peroxide has cropped up as
a preservative. Processors must be constantly vigilant
against new methods constantly being used to adulterate milk.l
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CHALLENGES FOR
DAIRY FARMERS IN
PAKISTAN
FODDER COSTS:
In hopes of producing more milk, many Pakistani dairy
farms have imported high-producing foreign cattle,
cross-breeding them with local cows. This savvy move
has indeed brought up milk production. However, these
high-performers have larger appetites. Feed is the
greatest part of a farmer’s expenses, accounting for
more than two-thirds of a farmer’s operational costs.li
Smallholder dairy farmers tend to use arbitrary mixes
of ingredients and outdated technology, making fodder
expensive and less nutritious. Meanwhile, corporate
farms use state-of-the-art technology and high-quality
fodder for preparing livestock feed.lii Smallholder farmers are learning the benefits of such feed and are slowly
adapting their practices. It takes time to change habits
that have developed over generations. Silage in particular can be made during periods where the raw materials
are in season and therefore cheap. Savvy farmers store
silage and feed it to their cows throughout the year.
Once improved fodder varieties and production technology reach more smallholder farms, the bulk of forage
production in Pakistan will receive a boost.liii

Savvy farmers
store silage
and feed it
to their cows
throughout
the year.
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Happy cows
produce peak
milk volumes
on cool days.
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SEASONALITY AND WASTAGE:
When food and water vary with seasons, so too does milk
quantity. The optimal climate for cattle is during Punjab
and Sindh’s mild winter months. Happy cows produce
peak milk volumes on cool days. During mid-summer,
the production of milk falls to 55% of winter supplies.
Impervious to supply, Pakistan’s demand for fresh milk
increases 60% during summer months,liv when refreshing ice-creams, milkshakes and yogurts circulate.
Adding to the stress is milk’s vulnerability in soaring
temperatures. The gap between lean and flush seasons
persists. Costs inevitably increase.
Further, when milk is at its peak production, it is often
wasted. While large processors evaporate the milk to
use during periods of low production, many shopkeepers and middlemen do not have the technology to do
this. What can be reasonably converted into milk products such as ghee is utilised. The remaining high-quality milk used to be discarded when demand fell. Nestlé
relieved this wastage by bringing in technology to evaporate fresh milk into powder. Other dairy companies are
interested in emulating Nestlé’s approach, which will
help further reduce milk wastage in peak months.
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Smallholder
farmers must
learn how
to care for
new breeds
of cows, and
adapt novel
foddermaking
techniques.
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EXPERTISE AND KNOW-HOW:
While commercial dairy farms are able to invest in foreign and
local expertise, this valuable tool is still a luxury for the majority of milk producers. Many smallholder farmers lack knowledge
on basic hygienic practices for milk. They also must learn how
to care for new breeds of cows, and adapt novel fodder-making
techniques. Happily, training and advice at zero cost to farmers
are becoming available through the outreach efforts of bodies
such as United States Agency for International Development
(USAID) and corporate dairy processors. Farming families learn
about basic breeding practices, veterinary services and how to
keep milk fresh and safe for end users.

Training and
advice at zero cost
to farmers are
becoming available.
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Badam Kheer
INGREDIENTS:

NESTLÉ MILKPAK Milk-4 litres
Almond - 200 g, boiled and 10 to 12, sliced & skinned
Green cardamom - 1 tsp, powder
Milk solids (khoya) - 400 g
Pistachio - 10 to 15, sliced
Rice - 6 tbsp (washed & soaked in water for 2 hours)
Sugar - 1½ cup
Difficulty Level: Easy
COOKING TIME: 30 minutes
CALORIES/SERVING:151 Kcal

INSTRUCTIONS:

Step 1: In a large pot add Nestlé MILKPAK MILK and heat it.
Step 2: Grind the soaked rice with little water.
Step 3: Add the ground rice to the milk and cook on low to medium flame till the
rice is cooked and gets a little thick.
Step 4: Grind the almonds with a little Nestlé MILKPAK MILK to a paste and keep
aside.
Step 5: When the rice in the milk is cooked, add the sugar and cook for 5 to 8
minutes on low to medium flame.
Step 6: Then add the ground almond paste mix and also add the milk solids
(Khoya) and leave a little for garnishing. Mix well and cook for 10 to 15 minutes
on low to medium flame till it gets thick.
Step 7: Turn off the flame add cardamom powder mix well. Garnish it
with pistachio, almonds and milk solids.
Step 8: Leave to cool and serve.
This dish serves 10.
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Refreshing Pineapple Lassi
INGREDIENTS:

NESTLÉ MILKPAK Yogurt-125 ml
Ginger - ½ tsp, grated
Ice - 5 pieces, small cubes
Pineapple - 4 slices
Difficulty Level: Easy
COOKING TIME: 5 minutes
CALORIES/SERVING: 138 KCal

INSTRUCTIONS:

Step 1: Put all ingredients in a blender and blend till smooth. Serve immediately
This dish serves 1.
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Coconut and
Pineapple
Cream Cake
INGREDIENTS:

NESTLÉ MILKPAK Cream-100 ml
Baking powder - ½ tsp
Butter - 250 g, white
Coconut - 100 g, desiccated
Egg - 5 whole
Flour - 150 g
Icing sugar - 400 g
Pineapple - ½ cup, chopped
Sugar - ½ cup, syrup
Vanilla essence - few drops
Difficulty Level: Easy
Baking Time: 40 Minutes
CALORIES/SERVING: 201 KCal

INSTRUCTIONS:

Step 1: In a bowl beat 5 eggs and 150 grams of sugar, and then add 150 grams flour, baking powder
and a few drops of vanilla essence.
Step 2: Spread mixture in a greased and lined round mold.
Step 3: Bake in preheated oven for 35 - 40 minutes.
Step 4: In a bowl beat together 250 grams white butter, NESTLÉ MILKPAK Cream and icing
sugar. When creamy mix in coconut.
Step 5: Finely chop 1 cup of pineapple and keep aside.
Step 6: Remove cake from the oven, cut into 2 halves and sprinkle each with sugar syrup.
Step 7: Spread a little red syrup on one piece. Then spread with butter cream icing. Layer the top
with finely chopped pineapples. Cover with the other half and then coat the cake with butter cream.
Step 8: Garnish with red syrup and sprinkle with dissected coconut.
Step 9: Refrigerate for 60 -90 minutes and then serve.
This dish serves 10 to 12.
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Cream of Almond Soup
INGREDIENTS:

NESTLÉ MILKPAK Cream-150 ml
NESTLÉ MILKPAK Milk-4 tbsp
Almond - ½ cup, peeled, for soup
Butter - 2 tbsp, for soup
Carrot - 2 tbsp
Celery - 1 tbsp
Chicken stock - 2 cubes
Olive oil - ½ cup
Onion - 1 whole
Oregano - 1 tsp, dry
Potatoes - 2 cups of base, for soup
Salt - ½ tsp
Water - 2 cups, for soup
Difficulty Level: Easy
COOKING TIME: 30 minutes
CALORIES/SERVING: 244 KCal

INSTRUCTIONS:

For Potato Base
Step 1: In a sauce pan pour olive oil, sautéed carrots, onion, potato, celery and
oregano. Add water and let it cook.
Step 2: Add chicken cubes and cook till potatoes are tender.
Step 3: Blend this till smooth.
For Soup
Step 1: Blend almonds with a little bit of NESTLÉ MILKPAK Milk to
make the paste.
Step 2: In a pan add butter and the potato base to cook.
Step 3: When the mixture comes to a boil add the almond paste and mix well.
Step 4: Turn off heat and stir in NESTLÉ MILKPAK Cream and 4 tablespoons of
NESTLÉ MILKPAK Milk and adjust the seasoning to taste. Serve.
This dish serves 8.
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In Pakistan,
thousands
of makers
contribute
daily to the
success of
packaged
milk.
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EVERYONE
MATTERS
Ventures blossom through the devotion of their makers.
In Pakistan, thousands of makers contribute daily to the
success of packaged milk. To help them on their path,
milk processors emphasised vocational training, healthcare and dependable payments since the beginning of
the packaged milk movement. To this end, knowledge
about best techniques is paramount, since better quality
raw materials make better quality products.
The private and public sectors work hard to lessen
Pakistan’s milk deficit by raising the standards of the
dairy industry. This is a gradual process flush with rewards. Through a diverse and inclusive approach, dairy
workers and their children are being educated on hygiene, technology and new farming practices to bring
Pakistan’s milk industry into the new age.
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TRAINING
Education across the dairy value chain is a strong driver in
strengthening the industry. Farmers, veterinarians and students from all over Pakistan visit “model farms” such as
Nestlé’s Sarasabz and Sukheki properties, to receive handson training in cattle care. Of the thousands of farmers who
have received training here, only a portion may decide to work
with manufacturers in some capacity. The motivator is that
knowledge is spreading across the country.
Through its support to the Dairy and Rural Development
Foundation (DRDF), Nestlé is expanding its trainings to include Southern Punjab. The programme will teach thousands
of Women Livestock Extension Workers, Artificial Insemination Technicians through demonstrations. Engro Foods
and the United States Agency for International Development

undertook a similar program in 2011. Since 2013, Over 9,000
farmers and 418 farm managers have been trained through
Nestlé’s diverse training programmes. The DRDF Dairy Project
has trained 40,000 farmers.lv
Farming co-operatives are another unique solution to fragmentation in the dairy arena. Creativity came into play when
Engro Foods and Tetra Pak Pakistan created model co-operatives in Khanewal district. Farmers were supported in pooling their resources to increase yields and give dependable,
high-quality milk to suppliers. To bolster the project, purchase
of the milk produced by the cooperative was guaranteed by
the processors.lvi As exemplified by these projects, securing
livelihoods and teaching transferrable skills underpin innovations in dairying.

Farmers,
veterinarians and
students from all over
Pakistan visit “model
farms” to receive
hands-on training in
cattle care.
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MOBILE PAYMENTS
Milk provides year-round income. This alluring fact continues to attract
new families into the dairy chain each year. Previously, farmers used to
be paid in cash by supply agents. Payment schedules could be unpredictable and constricting. Today, Nestlé partners with mobile service provider
Telenor, and Pakistan’s first cashless banking system, EasyPaisa, to put
prompt and regular payments in place for dairy farmers in remote areas.
This system has been replicated and adapted by other dairy processors.lvii
Showing farmers that they can rely on processors keeps motivation high.
Regular payments keep households in the business. By linking farmers
with technology, mobile applications can be harnessed to better their lives
in practical ways. Farmers can learn about weather conditions and track
cow fertility cycles to plan their activities.
Taking it a step further, in 2017 Nestlé joined hands with Telenor Microfinance Bank to facilitate its dairy farmer base through the provision of
digital micro-finance lending. This means that rural dairy farmers now
have easy access to finance by replacing standard paper and cash-flow
based application procedures with digital credit score card and analytics.
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CLOSING THE GENDER GAP
One of the realities of the informal economy is that
women within it often earn less than men.lix Women
are the unsung heroes of Pakistan’s dairy supply chain.
Their contribution includes fodder collection, feeding
and cleaning and milking animals, selling milk to retailers and making dung cakes to use as fuel. On average,
30 percent of their labour time revolves around these
activities.lx In 2009, the United Nations Development
Program, in partnership with local dairy players, initiated a three-year project of Community Empowerment
through Livestock Development and Credit.lxi Aimed at
empowering women livestock workers, technical training in animal management has been a priority. Financial
institutions have also come on board to give female entrepreneurs lines of credit.lxii
Change is apparent and ongoing. Motivated women are
joining the workforce to learn about basic veterinary
skills, feeding and artificial insemination techniques for
their animals.

While they are still a
minority, women are
now visible at every
link along the value
chain from Village
Milk Collection
Centre to Livestock
extension workers.
Veterans in the industry have observed that women are
becoming confident negotiators. Female trainers happily
remark that their ambitions to help their communities
are coming to life.
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FOCUS ON FEED
Processors share decades of expertise to alleviate a dairy farmers’ greatest expense: animal feed. Nestlé advises farmers on how
to naturally increase their animals’ nutrient intake while lowering
their water footprint. The Company also leases fodder-cutting machines to farmers, at very low costs.
On the supply side, Nestlé teaches suppliers how to prepare innovative silage and feed pellets to distribute to farms at subsidised
rates. The Company coaches suppliers on best practices, so they
can produce quality feed at lower rates. Suppliers then have ac114

cess to farmers, who receive feed at reasonable prices. From this
supportive chain, farmers give are able to give Pakistan better
quality milk.
The importance and formalisation of silage in Pakistan has also
benefited the rest of the agricultural sector. Industries complementary to milk production have increased. A growing number of
fodder suppliers offer professional and high quality products for
dairy farmers. Many of these jobs have entered the official economy, so that they can be regulated..lviii
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Processors share
decades of expertise
to alleviate a dairy
farmers’ greatest
expense: animal feed.
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industry
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map and
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how water
and energy
consumption
per ton of
product can
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REDUCING THE ENVIRONMENTAL
FOOTPRINT
Many dairy producers subscribe to global initiative to
lower their environmental footprints. Company executives across the industry regularly map and monitor
how water and energy consumption per ton of product can be reduced. Some also commit to protecting
Pakistan’s iconic freshwater species, like the Blind
Indus dolphin.lxiii
Nestlé’s Sheikhapura factory, one of two factories
where milk is processed, is the first in Pakistan to
be certified by the Alliance for Water Stewardship,
innovating constantly to be conscientious water users. Casting the net wider, Nestlé is also working with
farmers to minimise water wastage in agriculture. In
Pakistan 90% of water consumed is channelled into
agriculture. Nestlé is encouraging efficient types of
irrigation in a pilot project with 30 commercial-size
farmers.lxiv These initiatives reinforce the interdependence of corporations, farmers, animals and Mother
Nature.
When visions align, magic happens. Competition has
its place in every industry, yet the creation of shared
values is a stronger motivator. Aware of this truism,
Pakistan’s major milk processors work daily to bring
heart into the machine. The striving continues.
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MEDITATIONS
MARYAM SAEED :
Student, 10 years old
Government Girls Middle School, Allahbad
“In school, we are learning about how to take care of ourselves. Today we were taught about germs and about road
safety rules. We learn something new each week. Most of
my friends have cows on their land and we are learning
that what we eat and drink is important for our health.

extra careful not to pass our germs around because we
can make others sick by sneezing around them or passing
things around with unclean hands.

We learn how to be safe too. I learnt that you have to be
at least 18 years old to drive a motorcycle and car. I have
Today our teacher showed us how to wash our hands seen boys sitting on the roofs of buses; people around
properly. We eat with our hands so it is very important here do that a lot. We learnt today that this is very dangerto keep them clean. When we are unwell, we have to be ous. I am going to tell my family this when I go home!”
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UME SALMA :
Nestlé Dairy Development Executive
Mian Channu, Punjab
“My colleagues and I travel through villages in the Punjab, coaching farmers on how to care for their animals.
After completing my education I was searching for work
and I was selected as a trainer. I noticed the job was different from the start. We are helping animals get strong
and giving them relief from pain. To be able to help
creatures that do not have a voice is the best thing in the
world for me. We get so much happiness from being able
to relieve them.

helped, their benefits transfer to the women that care
for them. When families’ living standards are elevated,
it gives me strength.

I am from the city. When I started working in rural areas, I was surprised by people’s attitudes. They were
curious that a woman was giving them technical advice.
Now they are used to me and they are open to my advice.
They all know us! When we are walking in the villages,
locals always call out to us ‘there go the Nestlé baajis!
We also love working with women. If animals are being (sisters)’ It is a good feeling.”
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Self-sufficiency for the
world’s fourth largest
milk producer is
within reach.
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FACING
FORWARD
Milk products provide key nutrition to Pakistan’s
mighty population. Thousands of families also rely on
wages from their dairy activities. Yet other agricultural products have greater government support. Quality
is still aspirational, for the majority of the industry.
This is why Pakistani packaged milk is priced at nearly double the average global rate.
The dairy industry has become attractive for new
players because of the inroads made by those who
came before them. Forerunners used their will and
resources to organise an inefficient industry. Today’s
entrepreneurial “mega farms,” with healthy cows,
high volumes and conscientious practices are an
encouraging sign. New variations of milk products
that appear daily on supermarket shelves are a testament to the industry’s growth. However, out of the
total government budget of Rs. 106 billion (US$ 1.24
billion) for agriculture, only Rs. 6 billion (US$ 70 million) were allocated to the livestock and dairy sector
in 2006.lxv A “White Revolution” has yet to sweep Pakistan’s fragmented informal milk market. Current infrastructure can only support a chain for loose milk in
limited parts of the country. Long-life packaged milk,
in contrast, can survive journeys to far-flung corners
of Pakistan,lxvi nourishing more consumers. Self-sufficiency for the world’s fourth largest milk producer
is within reach. The journey requires hard work, foresight and a supportive environment.
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A comprehensive
road network will
connect more
consumers with
precious milk.

CONNECTIVITY
A comprehensive road network, cold-storage chain
and transport system will connect more consumers with precious milk; fresh and unadulterated.
The self-collection system pioneered by MILKPAK
is an example of adaptive innovation. To stop good
quality milk from degrading en route, Nestlé unleashed bespoke milk tankers and Village Milk
Collection Centres, creating a streamlined and hygienic system. To expand this model, complementary road networks are important to put into place.
One of the greatest opportunities and necessities
within the dairy industry is to make the excellent
quality milk of remote farmers in the country accessible to all of Pakistan.
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UNITY
India’s successful experience with milk co-operatives is often quoted as a model for Pakistani
farmers. Formed in 1946, the cooperative has
proven that united dairy farmers can become a
powerful and productive force in South-Asian agriculture. A shift towards uniting will have greater
momentum if Pakistani farmers have more access
to information. Dairy farmers could bring about
great change through knowledge sharing and combining resources. Social dialogue has been highlighted as a necessity for development, through
effective and democratic member-based associations. These groups will inform the government on
policies and programmes that are needed to support them. Through due representation in the dairy
value chain, dairy farmers and entrepreneurs can
strengthen their bonds with the public sector and
larger processors. An increased understanding of
each others’ values can unite the industry.lxvii
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BREEDING
While high-yielding foreign breeds are essential to increase Pakistan’s milk supply, indigenous
cattle still add value. Sahiwal, Red Sindhi, Neeli Ravi and other local breeds have gifts, such
as resistance to heat and disease. Herd books and careful breeding must be encouraged in
order to develop these deserving local animals. Similarly, wider access to embryos of exotic
breeds is necessary. A public-private partnership programme improving cattle pedigrees could
encourage dairy farmers, by nurturing healthy, hardy and productive cows and buffalos.lxviii
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REGULATION
Watchful regulatory bodies can make loose milk safer. In Turkey, after stronger regulations were adopted and supportive legislature was realised, milk production increased 107 per cent over a single decade.lxix With producers adopting
quality standards, the people of Pakistan stand to drink fresher and more nutritious milk. Conducive regulation and a supportive environment will enrich a vital
element of the Pakistani diet. People across the dairy value chain will prevent
milk wastage and build stronger relationships with reliable buyers. Regulation
will also increase revenue, enabling an expansion of government services. As
90% of Pakistan’s milk sector operates in the informal economy,lxx farmers have
limited access to government support, and the government has little share in the
earnings of this vast industry.

Conducive regulation
and a supportive
environment will
enrich a vital element
of the Pakistani diet.
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COLLABORATION
Governments and milk producers have already made gains
in creating a shared vision for Pakistan’s dairy industry. New
players entering the industry will encourage their peers to
stay innovative and competitive. At the same time, more
voices within the dairy arena can be a galvanising force.
Joint initiatives already taken between Nestlé , TetraPak,
Engro and Haleeb have resulted in big gains for all levels of
the industry. Thousands of farmers have received training.
Over 20,000 animals have been vaccinated and de-wormed,
while over 4,000 men and women have been trained in
artificial insemination.lxxi Shared values and common goals
are key.

When more players
take ownership
of training,
infrastructure and
advising on policy,
uplift is inevitable.
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Our dairy system is young, yet we
raise a glass (of chilled milk) to the
leaps it has taken forward.
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RECKONING
Maturity is hard-won. With its nascent hopes, one could say that “White gold” carries our agricultural sector. It brings vigour to our
Pakistan’s dairy industry is blossoming into its adolescence.
bodies, prosperity to our farmers and pleasure in a teacup. The range
of people it brings together is astonishing. It propels. With firms and
As with the curious grace of a teenager, there is much in this story farmers in alignment, the pace of maturity quickens. The pursuit of
to celebrate. A vision was fulfilled as the halcyon days of one-buf- high volumes and excellent quality drives the industry ever-closer to
falo-per-household gave way to the era of packaged milk. It was a the vision of its founders. Our dairy system is young, yet we raise a
vision of milk reaching the remotest areas of the nation, pure and glass (of chilled milk) to the leaps it has taken forward.
safe. As we have seen, for millions in this country, milk makes lives. The journey continues. Together.
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